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THE PRE-SCHOOL SPECIALIST

Hi! I'm BUDDY
The friendly, adventurous and playful
character (just like your child). For the
last ten years, thousands of kids and
parents across the country recognize me
as the face of EuroKids - India's No. 1
Pre-School chain with over
810 Pre-Schools in more than 280 towns
& cities across the country. Today, I'll
take you on a trip inside EuroKids PreSchool. So, come aboard and discover
what makes EuroKids - The specialist in
Pre-School education - the first choice of
all discerning parents (like you) and kids
alike for over a decade.

Wishing your child a fruitful
and fun filled year ahead

Date for Admission: The last date for admissions into the EuroKids programs
î Last
are as given below:
Program
PlayGroup
Nursery/
EuroJunior/
EuroSenior

School commencing by
June/April/February
June
April
February

Last date for admission
Round the academic year
31st August
31st August
30th April

Let me begin
with the

‘Playing, learning and enjoying every minute;
that's what, we at EuroKids Pre-Schools, aim to

Motto…

do. Our firm belief is to stimulate the child's
imagination by providing them opportunities to grow
and develop while reading, writing, listening and playing.

Special Note: A child though, can seek admission in the Nursery/EuroJunior/EuroSenior programs after the last
date, provided he/she has attended a similar program in another Pre-School and can produce a transfer
certificate.

Parent Rights

î Parents' Inputs: Parents are welcome to make constructive suggestions for the

This is the first time your child will be stepping out of home and the shadow of your doting

improvement of procedures, policies and practices adopted by the Pre-School. But the final

care. So it's very important to ensure that he feels at home in what will be his first-outside-

decision to implement such suggestions will vest with EuroKids International.

the-home environment. At EuroKids Pre-Schools, we've taken special care to provide an

î Meetings: Every parent has the right to demand an individual meeting with the
teacher/administrator or any staff member of the Pre-School. It will be the responsibility
of the Pre-School to make the staff available for such meeting(s).

î Information: A parent can demand any information pertaining to the operations of the
specific Pre-School and about the progress of his/her child. In case of any specific
concern/issue, the same can also be brought to the notice of the administrator
of the Pre-School.

environment that is stimulating and helps in your child's overall growth. Emphasis has also been
laid on the comfort of the children, which reflects clearly in the -

! Colourful fun rooms
! Age-appropriate furniture
! Non-toxic toys
! Interactive books & puppets that combine to make the
surroundings playful and fun to be in.
Besides, every 'EuroKid' experiences the love
and warmth of well-trained teachers and
minders who firmly believe that every child is
special, and strive to accommodate each one
of them in their new environment.
All in all, we offer your child a completely safe & secure environment
- an environment that promotes independence, meaningful play, social
interaction and more importantly a love for learning - that sets the
course for his lifetime of learning.

Let me now
tell you about

the Programs
at EuroKids
Pre-Schools
We offer programs that are developmentally appropriate and foster all-round development

EuroKids
Pre-School

with an integral approach, helping your child grow physically, intellectually, emotionally and socially.
Our curriculum is packed with real-world, concrete, sensory experiences where the young
learners can touch, see, taste, hear and smell, thereby striking an interesting balance between
learning and playing.
EuroKids offers both Pre-School and Kindergarten programs.

î Fees:
î Fee collection:
î Refund:
î Transfer:

The approved fee structure is available at every EuroKids Pre-School vide a FEE

CARD. Please contact the admission counsellor for a copy of the same.

Kindergarten

Pre-School

Fees should be paid by a cheque or demand draft favouring

EUROKIDS only.

EuroKids Pre-Schools follow a NO REFUND POLICY. No amount in part or full

will be refunded under any circumstances.

PlayGroup
(For ages 1.8 years+)

Nursery
(For ages 2 ½ years+)

EuroJunior
(Jr. Kg.)

EuroSenior
(Sr. Kg.)

(For ages 3 ½ years +)

(For ages 4 ½ years +)

EuroKids Pre-Schools offer the unique facility of transfer which facilitates

continuity of fun learning in the 'EuroKids' environment across its vast network in India.
Since EuroKids Pre-Schools adopt a differential fee structure across territories, we
request you to get in touch with the admissions counsellor and obtain a copy of the Transfer

PlayGroup

Policy Booklet for additional details.

î Welcome Kit:

Every child is entitled to a Welcome Kit at EuroKids Pre-Schools. This

kit is given to every child as per the enrolled program at no additional cost. (Details of the

Our guiding principle for the PlayGroup program is to help your child master the skills needed
to succeed in school and in life. Our program introduces your child to a more structured day
with stimulating activities, group interaction and numerous opportunities to be inquisitive as
he travels along the path to self-discovery.
Children at this age are always ‘in the moment’ imbibing information through all their senses.

Welcome Kit are available at every Pre-School.)

EuroKidsAppreciation &
Admiration Galore!

Our curriculum and monthly themes have been based on
real-world sensory experiences in order to cater to this need.
Your child will spend a major part of his day singing, dancing,
laughing, playing and exploring both indoors and outdoors.
The monthly themes have been devised to help your child build

Here's what some of the proud parents of 'EuroKids' have to say about us:
Parent of Shradha, (Nursery)

cognitive, language, motor & social skills and self-esteem.
Besides, he will be encouraged to learn, grow and discover at his
own natural pace.

Children are naturally curious and my daughter is no exception. The scientific teaching method at
EuroKids has been a great boon in quenching her natural curiosity and has also directed it to a more
imaginative and constructive direction. She has also become much more social as opposed to the shy
toddler that she was. Thank you EuroKids for lending such cooperation and helping in the overall
development of my daughter.

Nursery

Parent of Rosemary Fernandes, (PlayGroup)
Though Rosemary was hesitant to go to school on the first day, her fears vanished when she finally
spent a day at EuroKids. The colourful ambience, equipment and the friendly staff made her feel
extremely comfortable. Rosemary looks forward to going to school each day and even misses it on
holidays!

Our Nursery program teaches essential skills like pre-reading, pre-writing, pre-math, science
and social skills in a logical & natural sequence that encourages children to learn one step at a time.
Monthly themes, weekly topics and daily activities keep the curriculum focused and teach key
academic skills, while encouraging children to explore and
understand the world they live in. The activities encourage

Parent of Rukhsana Abbas, (Nursery)
Rukhsana was always a creative child and I am happy to see that her creativity has bloomed even
further, thanks to EuroKids. The curriculum and various activities are designed in a manner that
enables a child to grasp concept quickly. I am happy that I made the right choice with EuroKids.

curiosity, self-initiative and persistence.
Art, music, dramatic play and social interaction help each
nursery child explore creatively and build self-esteem.
Each new accomplishment fills these three year olds with pride
and the desire to learn more. They realize, “I can do it!" and our
nursery readiness program makes it easy and exciting for them to
learn.
In each of our Fun Rooms, we've developed special areas called

Your words of appreciation
mean a lot to us!
We will strive to get better
with each passing day.

"Discovery Areas" which are set up by our teachers as per the
curriculum requirements to help your child explore and learn.

Value Added Services
EuroKids Kindergarten is an extension of your child's quality-learning experience that begins
with our Playgroup and Nursery programs, and aims at preparing him for primary school
education, thereby ensuring a smooth transition from Pre-School to primary school.

î Parent SMS Services
At EuroKids we offer a Parent SMS Subscription. When you subscribe to this, you will receive
regular updates from your EuroKids Pre-School. Please check the cost of subscription for the
Parent SMS facility with your Pre-School.
These updates can be about:

EUROKIDS KINDERGARTEN
A beautiful, cozy garden where children blossom

• Special Announcements • Reminders • Alerts
This service will be active till the time that your child is enrolled with EuroKids Pre-School in a
given academic year. In case you wish to stop these updates, you can unsubscribe by sending an

At EuroKids, we believe in the true meaning of the word 'Kindergarten' which means
'children's garden'. We feel that children are like flowers, and they too need to be cultivated,
watered and cared for. This is made possible through a collective effort from our teachers
and all family members against the backdrop of a conducive learning environment.
We understand that at this age, children learn
best through 'hands-on experiments and direct

SMS STOP EKSMS to 56677.

î EuroKids Book Club Subscription
•

Each member receives 6 fantastic books each academic year free

•

Each member receives 2 comprehensive book catalogues in a

experiences’. Hence, our Kindergarten

year, which will provide information about delightful books at

programs have been designed to provide

affordable prices and reviews

children with ample opportunities to be active
learners. Our focus is on the overall
development of children through an integrated
learning process. EuroKids Kindergarten is a
place your child will look forward to coming

•

Books selected from the catalogue will be shipped to the member's address
absolutely free of cost

Book Club Basics:
One-time club registration and club fee will have to be paid along with annual Pre-School fees.

each day.

î Parent & Child Resource Website
It is a novel initiative to offer information, education and entertainment to the child and the
parents in an interactive and innovative manner. Every parent will be given a unique
USERNAME & PASSWORD to access this website for the current academic year.
The website will have content and resources that will be informative and entertaining. It will
have games, articles, tools in interactive format that will not only give joy to the children but
also benefit the parents immensely.

More
Offerings

EuroJunior
In the EuroJunior program, emphasis is on encouraging children to
realize their inner potential while learning and growing at their own

Kindermusik is the world's leading publishers of music and movement curricula. EuroKids is

pace. Besides, they are motivated to observe and be aware of the

their exclusive partner in India. Kindermusik focuses on the child's total development, all

environment around them. Stress is also laid on activities that

children are born with musical potential and Kindermusik supports that potential. Kindermusik
curricula is designed to provide age-appropriate music experiences that leads the child
towards a lifetime of joyful music. The curriculum is not meant to be an end-product of
Kindermusik experience, but rather a bridge between the musical play of early childhood and
more formal musical experience. The Kindermusik is based upon the basic elements such as

promote language development and instill confidence in the children
to verbalize their thoughts, feelings and impressions of the world
around them.

movement, listening, vocal, literacy and ensemble.
The Kindermusik curricula focuses on

EuroSenior

! The curriculum provides well researched and piloted activities woven into lesson plans that
encourage the development of the whole child

In the EuroSenior program, emphasis is laid on building vocabulary and applying the concepts

! The young child learns best through experiences that are integrated and multi-sensory.

which the children have already learnt in EuroJunior. Children learn to read and write, using

Kindermusik provides a comprehensive tool for understanding the interests, skills and

innovative learning methods and tools designed specially for this age group. Complex subjects

appropriate learning methodologies for each stage of development

! The Kindermusik classroom environment celebrates the
individuality of each child, as careful attention is given to
the characteristics of the child and the level of
involvement with parents

! The Kindermusik activities stimulate every area of a
child's development. Kindermusik provides the
opportunity that helps to develop the partnership
between parents and the teachers
Kindermusik is offered along with the EuroKids program in
many schools.

(Check about Kindermusik with your Pre-School)

like Math are taught using a child-centric approach, considering individual capacities.
The focus of this program is on enhancing the attention span of the children with a view to
accelerate their learning process and prepare them for extensive studies in the future.

Discovery Areas
in a EuroKids
Pre-School

î Science & Sensory Area
In this area we help the child with hands-on exploration activities and children learn

Additional
Offerings
In line with our philosophy of “all round development", mentioned
below are some non-academic programs that enhance your child’s
learning experience.

about basic science concepts using simple materials and experiments.
A healthy mind in a healthy body is something that we are serious

î

Dramatic Play Area
Here, children explore language and social skills by playing and
co-operating with each other, acting out events from their daily lives
and their vivid imagination.

about. Today, fitness has taken a back seat given sedentary lifestyle
and no outdoor activities. Keeping this in mind, EuroKids launched
EuroGym, India's first specialized gymnasium for young children.
This facility with imported equipment is fully adjustable and interchangeable. Our trained
staff, well-researched programs and excellent student/coach ratio ensure quality attention
to each child.

î Blocks & Manipulation Area

The philosophy of EuroGym can be explained in just one word - G.A.M.E.

Toddlers develop fine motor skills and coordination by sorting, grouping and balancing
blocks. These activities also exercise their creative thinking and problem-solving abilities,
besides developing a strong conceptual foundation through hands-on learning experiences.

î Computer Corner
Educational software gives children another fun way to
strengthen reading and math skills as they learn the basics

G Stands for GROWTH... mental, physical
and emotional growth
A Stands for ACTION...action that propels
the child to newer heights

of computers.

M Stands for the magic of MOVEMENT

î Creative Arts Area
Children express themselves imaginatively and build skills and confidence
using tools and materials in this discovery area.

E Stands for the pivotal ENERGY resource

î

Discovery Areas

î Qualified & Intensively Trained Staff
A lot of attention is paid to the quality of staff
employed at EuroKids. Every Teacher at EuroKids

in EuroKids
Kindergarten

is qualified and trained to impart education in a
friendly and innovative manner.

î Encouraging Parents’ Participation
We have a unique Family Partnership Program whereby the child's family members partner
him in the learning process. We send periodic feedback to keep the parents informed about
the child's performance in the Pre-School.

î

î Painting & Collage
This area has been designed to bring your child's creative talents to

Easy Nationwide Transferability
For those parents whose occupations involve
frequent transfers within the country, we offer
a very easy and flexible transfer facility to
ensure that the child's education is not hampered
in the process. Moving itself is such a hassle that

the fore. It is the canvas on which your child gives expression to his
imagination, putting it on paper with sketch pens, colour pencils &
paint, and in the process develop sharp eye-hand coordination, fine
motor coordination and 'writing readiness'.

î Clay Art & Moulding

getting your child admitted should not be weighing

It's here that our belief in the 'touch, explore, learn and enjoy' approach of learning is put

on your mind.

into practice. Children are given clay and taught to bring their imagination to life using the

EuroKids, with its vast network, is the only
Pre-School which can offer this facility across the
country.

art of moulding. Further, it also helps children become more expressive, as they generally
love to speak about anything they create.

î Computer Area
In today's techno-savvy world dominated by gadgets & gizmos, every child needs to be a
self-learner – and the sooner, the better! Once your child gains confidence in recognizing
letters and writing on paper, we introduce him to the wonderful
world of e-learning.

î Project Work
In line with our philosophy of 'Learning by Doing' we

The
EuroKids
Advantages

give our young students projects to work on all by
themselves. It includes songs, stories, field trips, and
demonstrations. Such first-hand experience encourages
lateral thinking and boosts the child's confidence.

î Reading & Writing
Listening, speaking, reading and writing together
constitute the most basic and important part of a child's
learning process. At EuroJunior & EuroSenior, we ensure
that your child is strong with his reading and writing
basics. After all, it is the very foundation on which the tall
tower of knowledge will stand for a lifetime.

î Math Corner
Math is an integral part of the school day.
Basic math concepts are taught in an

î Child-friendly Ambience
Located in peaceful, upmarket locations, our Pre-Schools provide an
environment wherein children are safe & are nurtured, loved and
encouraged to learn.

î Well Researched Curriculum
We have designed a developmentally appropriate curriculum keeping
in mind the needs of today's children. Based on the 'Play-Way'
methodology, it comprises a wide array of engaging activities that
encourage children to become active learners.

î Unique Delivery Method

interesting manner. Simple calculations are

Like our curriculum, our teaching methodology has

combined with a variety of fun experiences

also been devised to suit the age group. Over the

from which the child learns to distinguish

years, we have perfected the art of first drawing the

and classify and observe similarities and

child's attention and then keeping his mind engaged

differences in the world around him.

and make the learning
process interesting and
absorbing.

EuroKids advantages don't end here. We have much more for the
discerning parent. Before filling the form, please go through our
additional offerings on the other side of the admission form.

